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Chromebook Monitoring and Management |
The Senso platform has been created using more than 20 years EdTech experience to provide endless scale, trust and reliability in our solution.
Rapid, real-time remote monitoring of devices, deep management and control for consistent network management, insightful and proactive
safeguarding of users, as well as engaging and interactive tools to enhance learning through technology, senso is the only truly cloud based
solution of it's time.
Senso removes the pain and boundaries of traditional on-premises solutions, allowing you to fully monitor and manage one or many remote sites. With no
server or console user software to install, a web-based portal, seamless integrations with 3rd party tools and a friendly user interface, senso gives you
unprecedented control over your devices and users with minimal installation and configuration time.
Chromebooks are a simple, secure, and shareable device that teachers and students can use to create, collaborate and make learning more engaging. They
are the fastest growing choice of device for education within the UK – but how do you ensure they are being used appropriately?
Senso.cloud's Chrome Monitoring solutions have been developed in response to a demand from teachers and administrators to support the embrace of distance
learning, ensuring students using these devices are kept safe, engaged and focused, wherever they are connecting from.
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Live view student devices,
control and interact remotely
from anywhere.

Focus and engage students on
school - owned devices
wherever they are learning
from.

Proactive monitoring of
students and staff to ensure
they are protected and using
school owned devices
appropraitely.

Provide students with a safe
learning experience with a
cloud based internet filter that
sticks with the device wherever
a student is working from.

Chrome Essentials
The Chrome Monitoring Essential Bundle, available exclusively via Getech, has been designed to give educators the essential tools they need to keep
students on task and improve the learning experience with Chromebooks in their lessons, whether in school or via distance learning.
This solution provides teachers and administrators with an overview of the chrome devices in their class, school or trust, with live thumbnails and visibility of student
activity, and the lock screen function tools to ensure focus in the classroom. (Also available on Windows devices)

Features:


Google Classroom Sync
Senso.cloud syncs with Google Classroom so that pre-built classes and users will
appear in the portal, making it easy for teachers to quickly monitor students and keep
them on track.



Close Active Tab



Launch Websites and Extensions

Closes the currently active tab in Chrome.



Live Thumbnail View



Lock Screen



Send Message

Live view of the active screens of the students in your class.

This module will allow you to lock a remote machine so it cannot be used.

Send a message to one or many remote users.

Remotely launch websites and Chrome extensions.

Chrome Class
Cloud-based solution providing teachers with the tools to ensure learning remains at the core of the lesson, technology is enhancing the learning
experience and distractions are kept to a minimum (also available on Windows Devices)

Features:


Ad hoc / Pin Groups



Block Sound



Portal users can now create PIN groups. These allow for clients, such as those from a
1:1 program, to be more easily grouped on an ad-hoc basis by entering a PIN.

Mute the volume of the remote machine (this will only mute the sound of the open
tabs on a Chromebook not the whole device).

Send File
Send a file or document to any number of remote users. Files are stored in and
downloaded from the cloud.



Block USB



Block Internet



Ban Resources



Broadcast Screen

Disable removable media.

This module allows the internet to be disabled on the selected device(s).

Quickly and easily block access to resources such as websites.

Broadcast a student or teachers screen to the rest of the group.

Chrome Safeguard
Our next generation cloud-based safeguarding module aids schools in fulfilling their legal duty of care around online safety and safeguarding.
Backed by Microsoft’s read-access redundant storage service, your safeguarding logs are replicated to ensure maximum durability and high availability across their
ultra-secure data-centres.

Features:


Keyword Monitoring



Dashboard



Keyword libraries developed with leading child protection charities such as the
Internet Watch Foundation, are provided with Senso safeguard cloud. Senso will
monitor student activity and create a screenshot violation, should a word or
phrase matching those from the libraries is detected, and email alerts are sent to
members of staff for critical or urgent violations.

With a top-level overview of all violations across a single or multiple site setup,
Senso can deliver unparalleled insight into the users' actions and behaviour. One
click drill down improves speed and effectiveness to get to the core of the
problem as quickly as possible.



Violation Logs and Screenshots



Lock Screen



AI Visual Threat Analysis

Ban Resources
Quickly and easily block access to resources such as websites or website
content. Built in functionality to set schedules on bans to turn on or off during
specific class times.

Review keyword violations across single or multi site setups. Keyword violations
that include screenshots and context date. Data surrounding the violation to
help give context and improves the speed and effectiveness to get to the core of
the problem as quickly as possible. Sort and search functions allow for instant
filters to focus on an individual, phrase, device or date.

The lock screen feature can be used as a broadcast system to alert users on
many or all devices with a custom message such as “Fire - Please Evacuate”.

Uses advanced A.I. to Analyse violation images to detect the presence of material
from the following categories: Alcohol, Child Sexual Abuse, Drugs, Extremism,
Gambling, Gore, Pornography, Swimwear/Underwear, Weapons.

Chrome Filtering
A cloud-based, category based web content filter that appropriately filters and blocks students from harmful or inappropriate content.

Features:


Block Inappropriate Content
Senso’s cloud based, category web content filter provides you with peace of
mind that when students are using school owned Chromebook's to learn and
work away from school, they are appropriately filtered and blocked from
harmful or inappropriate content.



Artificial Intelligence
Senso’s filter cloud not only benefits from extensive category-based libraries to
block inappropriate websites, but also uses Artificial Intelligence to check the
content of every website a student attempts to visit and will proactively include
any inappropriate websites within the filtering libraries.

